TRUST COMPANIES

Navigating the

FDIC BROKERED
DEPOSIT RULE
The New FDIC Brokered Deposit Rule Equalizes the Treatment
for All Trust Entities, Not Just Bank Trust Departments
On April 1, 2021, The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”) final rule
revising its regulations related to brokered deposits became effective.

PRE-APRIL 1, 2021
Access to statutory exception to the deposit broker was substantially limited to
bank trust departments.

NEW GUIDANCE - effective April 1, 2021
Separately incorporated trust companies, including independent trust companies
can now qualify for two new exemptions.
25% Rule: Trust companies with less than 25% in bank deposits can quality for
an exemption to deposit broker status through a simple notice filing.
Exclusive Deposit Arrangement: Any trust company with an exclusive bank
relationship will not be considered a deposit broker.
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TRUST COMPANIES

Navigating the

FDIC BROKERED
DEPOSIT RULE
How Can Trust Entities Leverage the Benefits
of the New FDIC Brokered Deposit Rule?
Banks typically pay higher rates on “non-brokered” deposits; and
More deposit capacity available at banks for “non-brokered” deposits.

Combining these benefits with a reciprocal deposit network like the Demand Deposit
Marketplace can result in having access to millions of FDIC insurance at US banks
across the country.

R&T's DEMAND DEPOSIT MARKETPLACE PROGRAM (DDM)
The DDM program is a liquid, daily FDIC insured alternative to money market mutual
funds that provides access to high levels of FDIC insurance to your clients while
vastly increasing the efficiency and value of cash balances.
Deepen existing relationships with clients by offering expanded levels of FDIC insurance
Eliminates risk associated with money market funds
Competitive yields
Highly attractive cash option for HNW/UHNW individuals, IRA, Trust, Corporate, and
Public Funds accounts
For more information contact:
Emily Fox, Managing Director, Banking & Trust Services

212-830-5312

efox@rnt.com.com
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